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Keefer Madness - Hoodoo Train (2015)

1. Hoodoo Train - 3:55 2. Better Things - 3:19 3. Shouldn' On Me - 3:41 4. I Don't Want It 3:48 5. Loves Grown Cold - 4:19 6. Feeling Good - 4:23 7. Raining Too Long - 4:33 8.
Oklahoma Line - 4:21 9. Chicklets - 3:41
Richard Collins – vocals, guitar Wally Moore –
guitar Jim Keefer – bass Ralph Brown – saxophone Kevin May – saxophone David Casmaer
– drums

Keefer Madness is best described as a “we” experience. This band is driven by a common
desire among the members to do three primary things. We love to play the music that we play,
we genuinely like to have fun doing this and we want to be pals in the process.

We are five members of the unit that is Keefer Madness. Jim Keefer, our namesake, is our bass
player and does backup vocals, David Casmaer is on drums drums, Wally Moore is the lead
and slide guitar player who also does vocals, Ralph Brown is on saxes and vocals and Richard
Collins on vocals, guitar and harmonica.

There is well over 200 years of combined experience in the band and it has helped to create a
very fluid and diverse style of blues playing. Our rhythm section has a great deal of experience
in varied forms of music and the jazz feel sneaks up on you when you might not expect it. There
are influences that cover all types of music. We have been through the trends and we are now
an eclectic mix of just plain cool sounds.

On stage we are relaxed and love to laugh and have fun. The grimly serious, ultra-musician
persona cannot be found here. We treasure the groove and love to give ourselves over to it
whenever possible. Our original material springs from ideas here and there that get brought to
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the studio and each member offers up his own input. There are no conflicts in this process and
the end result is always a mix of each member’s personality and experience being added to the
stew.

We hope that you have as much fun listening to this album as we did while creating it. Thanks
for stepping up and being a part of the “we”. ---keefermadness.net
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